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DCAR 2015 LEGISLATIVE PRIORITIES 
“Promoting well-balanced, healthy & vibrant DC communities” 

 
 

Lowering Recordation & Transfer (R&T) Taxes 
 
ISSUE 

• DC’s R&T tax rates are in extreme excess of any fees associated with the administration of property-
ownership records, are amongst the highest in the nation and an impediment to homeownership.   

• DC’s unreasonably high recordation and transfer taxes add thousands of dollars at closing to the average 
single family home, which is $500k-$600 (refer to appendix). 

• DC no longer has Congresswoman Norton’s $5,000 first-time homebuyer tax credit and also has a 
significantly lower homeownership rate that the rest of the Country according to Census Data. 

 
SOLUTION 
Decreases in R&T taxes could increase homeownership opportunities for more District residents.  DCAR 
strongly advocates lowering R&T taxes to a single rate, recommends lowering recordation taxes for first-time 
homebuyers, with a corresponding discount for sellers repurchasing in the District. 
 
BILLS OR RECENT GOVERNMENT ACTION 
Please support and move towards a hearing B21-417, “First-time Homebuyer Tax Benefit Amendment Act 
of 2014,” introduced by Councilmembers Grosso, Bonds and Evans—Co-Sponsored by Councilmembers 
Allen and Alexander.  It would create a first-time homebuyer tax credit for residents who have never owned 
residential property in the District. 
 
The First-Time Home Tax Benefit Amendment Act would mitigate high housing costs by providing a benefit in 
recordation taxes to first-time homebuyers in the District so they continue to live in this amazing 
city.  Homeownership is still one of the best ways for middle-class families to grow and, in turn, it also helps 
the District become a more vital and vibrant place to live, work and play.  The benefit would truly be all-
around!  
 
DCAR also supports funding for the Housing Production Trust Fund from dedicated GENERAL funds, as much 
more stable revenue source. 1 
  

                                                             
1 DCAR understands a small percentage of R&T Taxes goes towards HPTF, however, we firmly maintain the two issues can be 
addressed separately.  In fact, Mayor Bowser supported by the entire Council took the initiative to dedicate $100 million in this past 
Budget cycle.  We would also be open to a conversation about restructuring that instead of a percentage, the first (x) amount would go 
towards the HPTF each year. 
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Improving the Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act (TOPA)  

ISSUE 
DCAR understands & values to intent of TOPA, which is to have fair legal protections for tenants, avoid & 
displacement without unduly interfering with the rights of property owners.   

• Unfortunately, the lack of clarity in the current law has led to not only misinterpretation, but also undue 
interferences of the rights of property owners.   

• For over 35 years, there have been NO OFFICIAL REGULATIONS! This ties up potential affordable 
housing opportunities (e.g., basement and/or accessory units).   

• Current system has unintended loopholes that encourage fraud—which has dire effects for the general 
housing community.  

 
POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS 
Over the past year, DCAR’s TOPA Task Force (real estate experts and attorneys) have been meticulously 
reviewing the most REASONBLE improvements to the current law for the benefit of those who need the most 
protection.  We have also had discussions with coalition partners & government officials2.    
 
Advocacy Day is intended to provide an overview of our recommendations & we would be happy to follow-up 
for more detailed discussions. 
 
DCAR foremost supports a complete exception for single dwelling residences from TOPA (including single 
dwelling residences with accessory units).   
 

• REALTORS® have attempted on numerous occasions to outline how complicated TOPA can be for 
single dwelling residences (see chart in the back), but we have been UNABLE to obtain official 
verification from attorneys and/or District government officials about how to properly implement TOPA 
in a single dwelling residences.   

• The number of gray areas in the law pose such significant difficulties with regards to implementation for 
single dwelling residences (including those with accessory units), that the most effective solution would 
be to exclude them overall.   

 
  

                                                             
2 DISCLAIMER – DCAR MAKES NO REPRESENTATION OF THE OPINIONS OF OTHER STAKEHOLDERS AND 
ACKNOLEDGES OTHER INTERESTED PARTIES MAY HAVE THEIR OWN SPECIFIC CONCERNS.  WE ENCOURAGE 
COLLABORATIVE WORK WITH INTERESTED STAKEHOLDERS, PARTICLARLY ON ANY OF ALTERNATIVE 
RECOMMENDATIONS PROPOSED IN OUR LEGISLATIVE PRIORITY MATERIALS. 
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In the alternative– 
 
Clarify the definition of a ‘tenant’- 
The current definition of ‘tenant’ is much too broad and has caused a multitude of confusion in the industry. 
 
The current statutory definition (42-3401.03) for tenant is:  "Tenant" means a tenant, subtenant, lessee, sub 
lessee, or other person entitled to the possession, occupancy or benefits of a rental unit within a housing 
accommodation. If the names of 2 or more persons appear on a rental agreement, those persons shall determine 
which person may exercise a vote under this chapter. The singular term "tenant" includes the plural.”    
 
To amend this definition so it is more finite, add the following language after housing accommodation: 
‘through a written or oral financial agreement with the Owner for said occupancy.’  The inclusion of the 
word ‘financial’ is based on the premise that it would give additional clarity to the necessity for a distinct 
financial relationship between the tenant and the owner.  This would still allow for ‘services rendered for 
consideration’ as long as there is a distinct written or oral financial agreement. 
 
EXAMPLE:  One of our members discussed a case in which a registered sex offender tenant was required to be 
offered TOPA rights.  The homeowner could no longer afford her home (the tenant was also not paying rent) 
and was forced to move into a homeless shelter.  His demand was initially over $100k and ultimately settled for 
around $35k.  The member is willing to share her account in more detail with interested Councilmembers. 
 
EXAMPLE:  Currently, attorney members of DCAR have shared numerous accounts of how ‘visitors’ may be 
interpreted as tenants under TOPA.  One of the most illustrative examples accounted to DCAR has been a 
nephew who stayed with an elderly relative for a short period of time.  Once the elderly relative needed to sell 
her home and move into a nursing home, the nephew asserted his TOPA rights and precluded the sale from 
moving forward.  In turn, she was forced to stay without proper medical care due to the current TOPA 
requirements. 
 
Modernize the timelines-  
TOPA was originally drafted in 1980 and has essentially remained unchanged.  DCAR’s membership 
definitively agrees the timelines for Single Family and Two – Four Dwellings should be moderately shortened 
(or ‘expedited’) given the significant technological advancement in mortgage lending/the general real estate 
industry.   
 
EXAMPLES:  By the time the 180 days expires, your mortgage interest rates may no longer be applicable, a 
buyer may find a new property, a buyer may be unable to wait and/or a seller may be in dire need to sell (e.g., 
family emergency). This was one of the main themes our members recounted to DCAR – that due to tenants 
asserting their rights at the last minute – near expiration – the buyers were not able to hold on to their interest 
rates and walked away from the sale.  Unfortunately, many of those tenants did not even end up going through 
with the sale because they were not able to perform on the financial obligations (currently, there are no 
specific requirements to provide tenants have financial ability to pay once they assert their rights). 
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The proposed REASONABLY amended timelines:  
 
Single-family:  If a tenant lives in a single-family home, including a condominium or cooperative apartment, 
the tenant has 15 days 30 days from the time the offer is received to advise the landlord that he is interested in 
buying the property. If a statement of interest is presented in writing to the landlord, the tenant then has an 
additional 45 days  60 days to negotiate a contract with the owner of the property.  
 
If a contract is entered into, the tenant has to settle 45 days  60 days thereafter. However, if a mortgage lender 
needs additional time in which to process the loan and provides a written statement to the owner the tenant has 
an additional 15 days 30 days in which to go to closing. 
 
Two to four-unit buildings: The landlord/seller must make an offer to all tenants, who then have 15 days in 
which to jointly state their interest in purchasing. If, within 15 days, the joint tenants do not provide a written 
statement of interest, any single tenant may issue an individual statement of interest. Seven additional days 
(stays the same) are then given to the tenant to advise the landlord.  
 
Once a statement has been delivered in either case, an additional  45 day 90-day period begins so that a contract 
can be negotiated.  If negotiations fail, the landlord/owner must provide an additional 15 days 30 days for any 
one of the current tenants to enter into a purchase and sales contract. If a contract is effected, an additional 45 
day 90-days is given for settlement plus an extension of 15 days 30 days if required by lender.  
 
15-day Right Of First Refusal STAYS THE SAME 
 
Reinstate compliance certificates to aid in risk management-  
DCAR strongly supports District Government issued ‘compliance certificates.’  Such certificates would provide 
a greater level of risk management for those involved in TOPA transactions to ensure that procedures have been 
followed properly and provide more certainty to the title companies.  

• To the best of our understanding, similar documents have been issued in the past and would be 
particularly helpful with the changing landscape of TOPA. Transactions have become more complicated 
and greater security is necessitated to assist the general public in compliance.  We would definitely like 
to follow-up on this! 

 
EXAMPLE: The Flow-Chart and Guidance Document (in appendix) REALTORS® created is HIGHLY detailed 
and COULD be helpful to members. Unfortunately, the District Government will not verify it due to ‘liability’ 
and ‘too many gray areas of the law.’  Thus. DCAR is unable to provide it to our members as an educational 
resource. Homeowners need SOME official guidance as not everyone can afford an attorney on retainer.  
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Additional Data and regulatory guidance for consideration/assignment of rights- 
There are no provisions in the current TOPA law that would set some sort of reasonable guidelines for what is 
considered proper consideration, and/or give a clearer definition of what proper consideration is.  It is under a 
vague “reasonable” standard.  As a direct result, assignment of rights has become a major concern for not only 
members of DCAR, but sellers who have been ‘taken advantage of’ resulting in ‘unjust enrichment’ on the part 
of the tenant.  DCAR believes assignment of rights may be cured by clarifying what proper consideration is 
within a TOPA transaction.  
 
But first, to get a more accurate understanding of what types of consideration are being offered/accepted 
throughout the market, DCAR recommends the District government work with the private sector in 
compiling data on exactly what has been given to tenants in terms of consideration, particularly when 
those rights are assigned.   

• We could then more definitively understand the current spectrum of consideration (as opposed to more 
anecdotal accounts) and make a determination of what would be reasonable given market conditions.   

 
DCAR maintains ‘proper consideration,’ should nevertheless be directly tied to an official/standard housing 
index.  This would ensure that is measurable, accountable and objective.   
 
EXAMPLES: DCAR conducted interviews with members who had recent TOPA transactions.  The most recent 
example of consideration was nearly $40k.  We have heard numbers as high as $75 down to a few bottles of 
wine, with some title companies using their own standards.  There is currently NO official guidance as to what 
counts as reasonable. 
 
Increase tenant resources & educational opportunities for professionals - 
Overall, DCAR finds it very important to provide tenants with additional resources, particularly if they are 
involved in a TOPA situation in which they cannot afford to buy.  In fact, there are no specific requirements 
that tenants have financial ability to afford a home once they assert their rights.. 
 

• DCAR’s goal would be seeing tenants work either towards a more realistic path to homeownership or 
additional guidance on securing a comparable rental unit for those tenants of more limited means. 

• DCAR has also taken it upon our organization to ensure our members are well educated on the 
requirements to make it simpler to administer. 
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Ongoing Priorities 

Affordable Housing 
 
ISSUE & POTENTIAL SOLUTION 
The District’s residents are growing more & more diverse, and they require equally as diverse housing options.  

• DCAR champions innovative housing options for our dedicated workforce and suggests including 80%-
120% AMI residents in housing legislation.   

• Incentives like lower recordation & transfer taxes for first-time homebuyers can make the path to 
homeownership more feasible. 

• Policies such as rent control & additional regulatory obstacles are not the answer. 
 
BILLS OR RECENT GOVERNMENT ACTION  

• Councilmember Bonds introduced a Bill to provide tax incentives to those who make accessibility 
improvements to their homes.  DCAR favors such innovative solutions. 

• DC currently has a ‘low-income tax abatement program.’  This program does not currently include co-ops, 
which would require a technical correction in the law.  DCAR would like to discuss the specifics. 

• Councilmember Cheh introduced legislation which would make restrictions on rental more stringent, 
including rent control.  DCAR has a number of concerns with this approach. 
 

Regulatory Reform  

ISSUE & POTENTIAL SOLUTION 
The efficiency of the District government’s regulatory structure remains concerning.  We continue to hear accounts 
of residents spending multiple hours and thousands of dollars on simple transactions.   

• Working with stakeholders directly affected by the laws is the best way to avoid unintended consequences.   
• Regulatory agencies should have accountability for delivering fair and efficient services to residents. 
• Licensing should have simpler solutions for smaller scale issues.  
• New legislation should be streamlined with existing laws and regulations before it is passed.  

 
BILLS OR RECENT GOVERNMENT ACTION  
Councilmember David Grosso (co-sponsored by Mendelson, Evans and Allen) just introduced the  Local Business 
Support Amendment Act of 2015.  The bill creates a Local Business Ombudsman, who will act as an independent 
business navigator and will work on behalf of businesses to trouble shoot and act as the point of contact during the 
permitting, licensing and taxation process. The bill also separates the Certificate of Occupancy from the Basic 
Business License process and will allow for a Basic Business License to be issued without the requirement of a 
Certificate of Occupancy.   

• Thank you for this great initiative! HOW CAN WE HELP? 
 
DCAR has concerns about the “Condominium Owner Bill of Rights Amendment Act of 2015”, which would require 
mediation before a board may foreclose on an owner (the bill also establishes a ‘Condominium Association 
Statement of Rights’ that must be presented to a new condominium owner). 

• We thank Councilmember Bonds for allowing us to have an open dialogue about this issue and we will 
definitely follow-up with ideas for alternative solutions. Condo boards only have a very limited amount of 
resources to collect on delinquent condo dues and legislation which would make it even more difficult could 
put a lot these boards, particularly the smaller ones, in dire financial situations. 

 
 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dlaCNQqw6M8S06D8QfTWU2_ivYaavHjUZLVQeGQ4HHGW_o_uk9CvWahICsSt-SLZBGLZJ0BcAgmfWa-5FNrcXmOGOssBhTOBheo10hF98_y0478L9C3-Ww2-PGu9p6krlEFqPzHHwZVpfuvEn2sLdkAFRSiDCHe2oWabfxJ6fBBmzBvx3hxwD-bSp5EE1BysyGkhvbQUUdChWAviI61sxSPXO99YaU0Ke3sAWq9iv5sE0wCjqJv5of4Tbzc1jHpfFHnTx0tuG-BlJ6NDLC6zOe0Nq3Uw7bi1ZOBpPUh8LqffpxUlYlZI3Q==&c=Jp-ImPAcnNmv2NqQf-emaq1LI4LoEODMveLLYZ4cdjkixlvCBimMmA==&ch=_zRO4zGp94FjZIjzUnq5Xd7LuIK3HivxIR3a82pF90IJ1qIA-09N4g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dlaCNQqw6M8S06D8QfTWU2_ivYaavHjUZLVQeGQ4HHGW_o_uk9CvWahICsSt-SLZBGLZJ0BcAgmfWa-5FNrcXmOGOssBhTOBheo10hF98_y0478L9C3-Ww2-PGu9p6krlEFqPzHHwZVpfuvEn2sLdkAFRSiDCHe2oWabfxJ6fBBmzBvx3hxwD-bSp5EE1BysyGkhvbQUUdChWAviI61sxSPXO99YaU0Ke3sAWq9iv5sE0wCjqJv5of4Tbzc1jHpfFHnTx0tuG-BlJ6NDLC6zOe0Nq3Uw7bi1ZOBpPUh8LqffpxUlYlZI3Q==&c=Jp-ImPAcnNmv2NqQf-emaq1LI4LoEODMveLLYZ4cdjkixlvCBimMmA==&ch=_zRO4zGp94FjZIjzUnq5Xd7LuIK3HivxIR3a82pF90IJ1qIA-09N4g==
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Community Development  
 
ISSUE AND POTENTIAL SOLUTION 
DC’s housing market correlates directly with the city’s economic vitality.  Innovative economic opportunities are 
particularly important in our dynamic City.  Safe communities are also essential for community development.  

• DC must consistently pursue policies which will attract the economic opportunities necessary to expand our 
tax base, provide housing choices and employment, and deliver necessary services to its residents. 
Additionally, crime prevention should remain a high priority on the District government’s agenda.   

 

ANY BILLS OR RECENT GOVERNMENT ACTION I SHOULD BE AWARE OF ON THIS? 
There is currently legislation before the Council which would put extremely onerous restrictions on short-term 
rentals (AirBNB).   

• DCAR acknowledges that certain regulations may be necessary to maintain safety, an overly burdensome 
approach will discourage innovation and prevent businesses from serving the needs of the community.  
DCAR encouraged the Council to scale back this legislation. 

• DCAR would also like to see more legislation aimed towards job growth,  new job creation and job training.  
Connecting residents with economic opportunities, as well as opportunities to gain the skills necessary for 
those jobs is key. 
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DCAR MEMBER PRACTICAL EXAMPLE OF RECORDATION AND TRANSFER TAX IMPACT 
 
Dianah Shaw - Ward 4 resident and Principal Broker of Power Consulting & Real Estate.  Serves on DC 
Association of REALTORS® Board of Directors and the Public Policy Committee. Former 
Commissioner, ANC4-D5 & active member of the DC Federation of Democratic Women and 
Metropolitan Women’s Democratic Club. 
 
Why $1000 or $2000 can make a legitimate difference at closing 
 
Current recordation and transfer tax rates delay transactions because the majority of buyers don’t have savings 
to come to table with more cash for taxes – structurally, recordation and transfer must be paid in cash UP 
FRONT.   Hence, buyers’ savings are depleted before hearing from lenders that they need months of reserves in 
their banks accounts. This is when most borrow money from family or further tap their 401ks to scrape together 
the necessary costs for closing. Just because a deal EVENTUALLY closes, does not mean the transaction was 
not significantly impeded by high recordation and transfer taxes.  
 
For example, a family of four with two young children may be looking to purchase their first home by moving 
from an apartment to single family home in Petworth. One parent makes $38,000 as a social worker and the 
other $54,000 at a non-profit. Their ideal home in Petworth, a secure investment for schools and transportation, 
is $520,000—approximately the median price for homes in the District (see August 2015 Housing Statistics).  
 
An FHA3 loan currently requires 20% down to avoid mortgage insurance premiums, which can amount to 
HUNDREDS of dollars a month. Such a 20% down payment would push the family back nearly $104,000 at 
closing, an amount of liquid capital nearly impossible to access. A traditional loan with much more stringent 
financial standards requires 10% down to avoid mortgage insurance premiums, which would STILL be 
$52,000.  
 
Even if the family has some equity, they would have the full incidence of recordation taxes from on the 
purchase of their home, adding over $7,500 to the 10% down payment of $52,000—totaling nearly $60,000. 
The $7,500 alone could take years even with more generous salaries!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
3 Federal Housing Administration loan information at http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/buying/loans.  

http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/buying/loans
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Current Washington, D.C. Metropolitan Area Transfer and Recordation Tax Rates  

 
Source:  Green, R. & Mules, J. The Deed Recordation and Real Property Transfer Taxes in the District of Columbia 
 
CURRENT FIRST TIME HOMEBUYER EXEMPTIONS & CREDITS 
Maryland, statewide .25% reduction in state transfer tax for buyer 
Caroline County $75,000 reduction in basis for tax 
Queen Anne's County 50% reduction in county transfer tax 
Washington 50% reduction in county transfer tax (under price threshold) 
District of Columbia NONE 
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NOTE: ***THE BELOW WERE CREATED BY REALTOR® EXPERTS & ATTORNEYS. UNFORTUNATELY, IT CAN NOT 
BE USED (DESPITE LEGAL REVIEW AND EXPERTISE) DUE TO THE VAGUE NATURE OF TOPA. DCAR ASKS IF THE 
COUNCIL WOULD BE WILLING TO PROVIDE ASSISTANCE FOR OFFICIAL TOPA INTERPRETATION/GUIDANCE. 
 
DC Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act (TOPA) – single unit – Supplemental Document 

1. Confer with Seller to determine details of existing rental.  Seller must understand that lease is not terminated by sale.  
 

2. Ensure Seller has valid Basic Business License (BBL), Rent Control number (or Exemption Number) and Certificate of Occupancy (CO) if 
required. 
 

3. Seller or POA must complete BBL EZ form and submit for processing at 1100 4th St NW, 2nd floor.  Owners not living in DC must 
designate a registered/resident agent; that agent must also sign.  Pay fees and receive provisional BBL letter.  Take letter to Rental 
Accommodations Office (RAO) at 1800 MLK,Jr.  Ave SE and file.  Get registration number which must be on all tenant notices to vacate. 
 

4. DC has created official versions of all Notices required by TOPA.  DC does NOT allow any changes to these forms.  Forms must be 
delivered in English and Spanish notwithstanding the spoken languages of tenants. Offer of Sale may be made at this point without a third 
party contract OR Seller may choose to wait until a third party contract is ratified.  Seller may fill in price, types of financing available, 
settlement date. 
 

5. Third party notice is offered upon ratification of an offer of sale from an outside party.  Any such offer must be contingent on Tenant’s 
opportunity to exercise right to purchase.  Notice must be served by Certified Mail from a Post Office Branch with the date and location of 
the Post Office filled in on the Affidavit of Delivery (provided in the set of forms) to all named parties on Lease; copy provided to Rental 
Conversion and sales Division (RCSD) currently at 1800 MLK, Jr. Ave SE by Certified Mail or personal delivery (get it stamped).   
 

6. Tenant may be offered the right to purchase initially or to “substantially match”, when a third party contract is ratified. If tenant is not 
interested proceed to #8.  If tenant is interested without a third party contract proceed to #7.  Whether Tenant is interested in substantially 
matching an offer or not, Tenant may sell his/her/their rights to an outside party, who then retains the right to purchase/match according to 
TOPA regulations.   
 

7. Tenant has 30 days from receipt of Notice (see Para 5 above) to provide written statement of interest to Seller or Agent and to RCSD.  If 
Tenant fails to provide this statement of interest within the 30 days then all further rights under TOPA expire except for the 15 day right to 
match a future offer unless and until the Notice must be reissued after 180 days – or earlier if the asking price is dropped to 10% or more of 
the original Notice offer price.   
 

8. If Tenant is not interested in purchase he/she/they must sign TOPA Affidavit relinquishing rights.  This is a requirement for title insurance 
coverage required by the lender and the Title Company.  If the tenant does not sign, all time frames must run. 

 
9. Seller ratifies a third party contract, subject to TOPA rights.   

 
10. Tenant is offered opportunity to purchase after seller has ratified a third party contract. He/she/they have 15 days to declare such interest 

and 30 days (see Para 7 above) to proceed. 
 

11. If Tenant is not interested in purchase transaction with third party can proceed normally. 
 

12. Tenant has 15 days to express interest and 60 days to negotiate with Seller after providing a written statement of interest.  Seller is NOT 
allowed to require proof of financial ability to perform as part of negotiations unless third party contract includes some measure of Seller 
financing.  Seller may demand that Tenant match deposit amount of the third party contract up to a maximum of 5% of the contract sales 
price.   
 

13. Tenant matches third party offer and third party contract is voided. 
 

14. Tenant has 60 – 90 days to perform based on matching contract 
 

15. Notice to Vacate may be delivered after all time periods have expired.  Seller or Agent may serve Notice to Vacate for Personal Use and 
Occupancy which must include the Exemption Number or Rent Control number assigned by Rental Accommodations Office (RAO) when 
property was registered, be issued in both English and Spanish, be accompanied by notarized affidavits from the contract purchaser in 
English and Spanish that the property is for his/her/their personal use and occupancy.  Copies of everything must be provided to RCSD.  90 
day Notice begins on the later of (a) Tenant receiving Notice or (b) the first day of the next lease period.  For example, if notice is received 
on February 5th, 90 day countdown begins the subsequent March 1st.   
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*THIS DOCUMENT WAS CREATED BY GCAAR MEMBERS BUT COULD NOT BE USED OFFICI 

Yes 

No 

DC Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act (TOPA) – to be used with Supplemental Document 
 

*The rights and processes of the tenant vary with the number of units; the following requirements are for a single unit.  

GCAAR does not represent or warrant that the content of this document is accurate, complete or current for any specific or particular transaction or 
situation. This form is not intended to provide nor should anyone consider that t provides legal advice. Such advice should only be rendered in reference to 
the particular facts and circumstances appropriate to each individual transaction or situation. GCAAR encourages you to contact appropriate attorney(s), 

professional(s) and/or consultant(s) to assess you specific scenario and circumstance and to thereby render advice accordingly. 

 1. Make an appointment to list tenanted property. 

*Ensure the seller is advised about TOPA. 

2. Is 
property 

registered? 
4. Provide tenant offer of sale in English 
and Spanish. 

*Required by law 
*Can be provided before or after a contract 
is signed w/ 3rd party but must be provided 
before settlement w/ 3rd party 

3. Register the property. 

*Required for all TOPA listings. 

5. Provide complete copy of sales 
contract/offer including: price, terms of 
sale, financing, and TOPA. 

6. Is tenant 
interested? 

7. Tenant must express interest 
within 30 days, and if interested, 
tenant has min. 60 day negotiation 
period. 

Yes 

9. 3rd party offer accepted 
subject to TOPA rights. 

 

No 

10. Is tenant 
interested in 
matching 3rd 
party offer? 

11. Complete transaction 
normally. 

12. Tenant has right of first 
refusal for a 15+30 day 
period after receipt of a copy 
of a third-party contract  

13. Tenant matches 3rd 
party offer and 3rd party 
contract is voided. 

Yes 

15. 90 Day Notice to Vacate for Personal 
Use/ Occupancy of Contract Purchaser 

*Given in English and Spanish 
*Filed by the seller with affidavit from 
contract purchaser 

8. If tenant is not interested, tenant 
must sign Tenant Opportunity To 
Purchase Affidavit. 

No 

14. Tenant has 60-90 
days to arrange finances. 
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